IBM Strategy: New Models For the Future
(Note: The following discussion is excerpted from the Chairman’s Letter of IBM’s 2001 annual report. For the full
text and additional information, visit http://www.ibm.com/annualreport/2001/home/index.html)

Historical Background
The first 30 years of this industry’s history consisted of the technology inventors inside
information technology (IT) companies talking to the technology implementers inside businesses
and institutions. For most of that era, the applications of the technology were fairly limited —
focused on the automation of back-office processes like accounting and payroll, or desktop
applications such as word processing and e-mail.
Then, starting in the early 1990s, businesspeople began to understand the importance of
information technology to everything they wanted to do. It’s gotten to the point where it’s almost
impossible to distinguish between the business strategy and the IT strategy of any successful
enterprise. Approximately half of the investments that customers make in IT are now driven by
line-of-business managers, not chief information officers. This is a remarkable shift in just five or
six years. Not that CIOs have become unimportant. They now sit at the table where technology is
translated into business value. And their traditional bailiwick of infrastructure, too, has been
transformed by the networked world. But there’s no question that business strategy now sets the
technology agenda, not the other way around.
Customers have finally put on their walking shoes. They’ve made it emphatically clear to this
industry that they will no longer cede control to the makers of the technology. That means
customers are demanding integration, and refusing to accept piece parts that aren’t designed and
delivered to work together. It means they are demanding solutions, not “speeds and feeds.” And
it means they insist that the technology adapt itself to the needs of their business and help them
gain some tangible competitive advantage — to squeeze cost from their supply chains, to create
lasting relationships with customers, to empower their key constituencies (internal and external)
with tools and knowledge.
So the past decade hasn’t seen just one major shift, it’s seen two. For IBM, this was good news.
Even in the depths of our decline, in 1993, it was obvious that no other company had both the
technical expertise to win product battles against competitors and the business knowledge to
become a trusted partner for its customers. Contrary to the conventional wisdom of pundits,
analysts, the media (and, of course, our rivals), IBM still had a raison d’être.
Of course, we had to unlock both capabilities, and, in fact, make them feed each other. That goal
— creating a business model that uniquely combines technical and business innovation, a
company with one foot in the lab and one in the boardroom — underpins the new IBM we set out
to build.
Thus, the big decision we made early on — to reverse the then-current plan to break up the
company and commit instead to making all of IBM’s parts work together — was a fairly easy
one. It didn’t involve a lot of research or market analysis. The real question was not “Should IBM
exist?” but rather, “Can we become what this new era demands?” Put another way: Could we
aspire to lead again?
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Through it all, our guiding light came down to two words: customer focus. It has proved both
galvanizing and clarifying, serving as the criterion for reexamining a whole lot of dogma, and for
resolving many of our seemingly intractable internal debates.
Once we started really listening to customers, it’s striking how many aspects of our business
improved — and not just on the market-facing side, but also in procurement, with our suppliers
and even in technology, where the quality and quantity of our output have benefited enormously
from exposure to the marketplace.
This is important. The relationship between business and technology isn’t one-way. Technology
itself isn’t some force of nature that we simply direct or use. It, too, is the product of human
intentionality and choice. So yes, we apply technology to solve customer problems. And we also
apply marketplace knowledge to help shape our research agenda — whether it’s the direction of
the economy, or growth opportunities, or emerging forms of governance and education, or
demographic and social trends, or discoveries in other fields such as life sciences.
A decade ago, the two were disconnected — and one of them was running amok. Technology
was being pursued for its own sake, and was either buried in labs (in the case of IBM), or
generating premature visions of business triumph (in the “build it and they will come” fantasies
of the dot-com paper billionaires and “new economy” moguls).
We needed to reassert a proper balance. And that led, in IBM, to a handful of strategic bets on the
future drivers of our industry. [Here are] four:
1.The New Industry Model: Innovate or Integrate
To survive, you have to do one or the other really well. To lead, you have to do both.
The vertical integration of the technology industry in the ‘60s and ‘70s had given way by the
early 1990s to a dizzying array of “pure play” companies (specialists in PCs, databases,
application software and the like). This explosion of entrepreneurial and technical creativity was,
on the one hand, a testament to our industry’s enduring power. It’s a well that will never run dry.
Businesses, however, desperately needed someone to help them make sense of this chaos. Hence,
the emergence over the past several years of technology integrators — and the rush of traditional
professional services companies into e-business consulting.
As IT moves out of the back office and into the executive suite, value and growth in our industry
are driven less than they used to be by technical innovation or product excellence, as necessary as
those remain. What matters most today is the ability to integrate technology into the lifeblood of
business. The people who help customers apply technology to transform their businesses have
increasing influence over everything from architecture and standards to hardware and software
choices and partners.
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2. The New Business Model: Services-Led
A lot of people now understand the lead role played by IT services. However, building up the
requisite skill base, not to mention an appropriately sophisticated management system, is
nontrivial. You can’t buy your way into it, or just go out and hire a lot of smart people. You need
a certain scale and range of disciplines. Also, you can’t just layer one kind of expertise on top of
another. This isn’t just filling up two beakers, one labeled “customer” and the other labeled
“technology.” It takes years and a lot of knowledge to be able to mix those elements properly.
Plus, services is rapidly expanding and evolving in some surprising ways. It now encompasses
not just labor-intensive consulting, but also the utility-like delivery of computing — from
applications, to processing, to storage. We see the beginnings of this trend in Web hosting and
our own “e-business on demand” offerings, where customers don’t buy computers, but acquire
computing services over the Net, on a pay-for-use basis. To play here, as well as in the globally
booming strategic outsourcing arena, you have to be willing and able to use your balance sheet to
support growth.
IBM, of course, had deep experience in IT services. But in our old business model, it was buried

inside a revenue stream dependent on selling hardware. We had to extract our service operations
and turn them into a profit center in their own right. That involved a lot of trial and error. But
today, IBM Global Services has evolved into the world’s largest and most innovative
consultancy, systems integrator and strategic outsourcing leader.
3. The New Computing Model: Infrastructure Plus Ubiquity
It became clear to some in the mid-’90s that the PC-driven, client/server computing model had
run its course, and was being replaced by network-based, distributed computing. This meant that,
on one end of the scale, the workload was moving back to the infrastructure — to
industrial-strength servers, storage, databases and transaction-management systems. On the client
end, it has spawned a proliferation of network-connected devices of all kinds: PDAs, cell phones,
videogame systems, set-top boxes and beyond — to the whole pervasive-computing world of
embedded components in everything from household appliances, to medical devices, to cars. And
tying it all together was an emerging category of software with a wonderfully descriptive name,
which hardly anybody had heard of five years ago — middleware.
It stood to reason that, in a distributed model, profitability would be distributed, too. So we
zeroed in on three areas of the new computing “stack”: enterprise systems, integrating
middleware, and the specialized, high-value components (such as custom chips) that turn every
sort of device into a computer.
This is anything but a “portfolio” approach. We’re not just hedging our bets, and we’re certainly
not trying to be all things to all people. Our choices have been about both what businesses to
pursue aggressively, and what ones to exit (such as enterprise application software and
networking hardware).
• In enterprise systems, we retooled our storage family and entirely revamped and consolidated
our server lines. And, let the record note, we didn’t accept another piece of conventional wisdom
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— we didn’t give up on the mainframe. Like IBM, it’s back — transformed, more powerful, and
doing quite nicely.
• In software, through acquisition and internal development, we built the biggest middleware
business in the world. That’s fortunate, because middleware — which helps customers integrate
their applications and processes — has emerged as the fastest-growing sector of the software
industry. As a development platform, it’s becoming more important than operating systems. And
that, in turn, has helped IBM Software to become more deeply integrated into the wider software
industry than ever before, much better positioned to share in its future growth.
• In component technology, what began as a search for a new revenue stream to support our R&D
expenses turned into a significant growth engine in its own right — our OEM, or original
equipment manufacturer, business. Yes, that part of IBM has been hit by the general downturn in
technology purchasing. But we remain confident in the long-term future of the business, which is
based on exactly the kinds of specialized components for which demand will be greatest in a
post-PC world.
Of course, we are no longer alone in drawing this new computing model. But while pretty much
everyone now agrees on the outlines, there is much disagreement about the approach. Basically,
it comes down to whether you believe in interoperability and common standards or not. We have
certainly placed our bet.
4. The New Marketplace Model: An Open Playing Field
A lot of companies — including many of our leading competitors — still don’t acknowledge or
fully understand that common standards are essential in a networked world, and that no one will
ever again control customers through proprietary technology.
We can certainly appreciate their struggle. We’ve had to turn a company that long ago made its
fortune from proprietary technologies into one that saw the benefits of openness. Maybe it’s
precisely because we were so acutely aware of the siren call of proprietary control that we have
learned to resist it. But one thing is apparent: In a customer-driven world, open architectures and
common standards are inevitable.
Today, we are focusing all our technical expertise and marketing energy — previously devoted to
creating and marketing self-sufficient systems — toward reimagining and rebuilding them for
open platforms. We now share our emerging software products with the developer community;
license our technology and patents; and champion common standards at all levels, from Linux, to
Java, to Web services. Most important of all was the work we undertook to open up our technical
architectures. Absolutely every piece of IBM hardware and software today is a fundamentally
different beast (and a more socialized one) than it was ten years ago.
We know what it’s like to be on the wrong side of history. The future won’t be kind to those who
ignore this lesson.
***
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Put these models together, and you see a changed competitive landscape with very new
dynamics. There will be a different lineup of winners and losers. And at the head of the pack, we
will see the emergence of a new type of enterprise with a whole new type of corporate culture.
We’ve been building such a company for nearly a decade: big but fast; entrepreneurial and
disciplined; at once scientific and market-driven; able to create intellectual capital on a
worldwide scale, and to deliver it to a customer of one. This new breed continually learns,
changes and renews itself. It is tough and focused — but open to new ideas. It abhors
bureaucracy, dissembling and politicking. It rewards results. Above all, it covets talent and
passion for everything it does.
It’s hard work — the hardest any business can undertake — but we’re making good progress.
From a changed approach to hiring and performance-based compensation; to groundbreaking
work on distance learning; to providing the tools, opportunities and flexibility for employees to
control their own work/life balance; we are creating not just the theory, but also the practice —
and the mindset — of a true e-business.
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